Wyoming Community College Commission

Student Services Council
Meeting Agenda

Date: 8:30 AM. April 24, 2015
Place: Conference Call

1) Agenda item: Corrections of the prior meeting notes –

2) Announcements and Rumor Clarification –

3) Agenda item: Updates
   a) WCCC rules (including residency for tuition purposes)
   b) Efficacy of using the official enrollment census date as a Hathaway census date – Has this item been resolved?
   c) Definition of a student for VAWA implementation -Rex Cogdill
   d) AAC’s certificate definition recommendations -
   e) Transcript transmittal to and reception from UW-
   f) Completion conference and WySAC planning – Rex Cogdill, Cory Daly and Carol Garcia
4) Agenda item: Completion Conference content - Rex Cogdill, Cory Daly, Joe McCann and Carol Garcia

5) Agenda item: CCW update – Jackie Freeze

6) Admissions; Financial Aid; Marketing, and/or Registration Committee reports:
   a. Marketing – Jackie Freeze
   b. Financial Aid – Sharon Elwood
   c. Admissions – Kim Byrd
   d. Registration – Rex Cogdill

7) Other agenda items:

8) The next SSC meeting is scheduled for 8:30 AM. May 21, 2015.